Dilmah

SILVER JUBILEE GOURMET

SINCE 1988
### SALADS
- Heirloom Tomato, Buffalo Mozzarella, Wild Rocket, Basil Oil (V)(N) \( \text{AED 25} \)
- Earl Grey Tea infused Cured Salmon, Chive Sour Cream and Grilled Jumbo Asparagus (D) \( \text{AED 30} \)
- Salad of Seasonal Mixed Greens, Sprouts, Organic Leafy Green Tea Vinaigrette (V) \( \text{AED 25} \)
- Caribbean Style Chicken, Corn, Avocado & Pineapple Salad \( \text{AED 30} \)

### SOUPS
- Ceylon Ginger, Honey Tea Infused Roasted Plum Tomato Soup, Herb Crouton (V) (D) \( \text{AED 25} \)
- Cream of Wild Mushroom Soup (V)(D) \( \text{AED 25} \)

### SANDWICHES
- Rotisserie Chicken, Brie Cheese, Roasted Pepper & Dijon Mayonnaise (E)(D)(G)(N) \( \text{AED 30} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Ceylon Original Breakfast Tea*
- Slow Roasted Beef, Cheddar, Caramelized Onions, Horseradish Aioli (D)(G) \( \text{AED 35} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Almond Infused Ceylon Pekoe*
- Smoked Turkey and Provolone Cheese (D)(G)(N) \( \text{AED 30} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Ceylon Full Leaf Green Tea*
- The Pullman Club Stacker (G)(E) \( \text{AED 35} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Ceylon Original Breakfast Tea*
- Grilled Vegetables, Mozzarella, Onion, Mushroom, Zucchini and Pesto (V)(D)(G) \( \text{AED 30} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Organic Leafy Green Tea*
  *All Sandwiches are served with a small side salad and root vegetable crisps*

### SWEETS
- Floating Earl Grey Tea Chocolate Mousse, Caramelized Almond (D)(E)(N)(G) \( \text{AED 25} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Silver Jubilee Earl Grey Tea*
- Orange, Fresh Berries and Chocolate Crunch (V)(E) \( \text{AED 25} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Moroccan Mint Green Tea*
- Apple and Vanilla Mousse, Hazelnut Biscuit (V)(N)(E) \( \text{AED 25} \)
  *Tea Pairing Suggestion: Elderflower & Apple Infusion*
- Ceylon Rose & Mint Infused Seasonal Fresh Fruit Salad (V) \( \text{AED 25} \)

Contains: (C) Celery, (D) Dairy, (E) Eggs, (G) Gluten, (N) Nuts/Mustard/Sesame seeds/ Soybeans, (V) Vegetarian, Low Cal/Wellbeing
CEYLON ORIGINAL BREAKFAST TEA  AED 32
An intense, majestic and perfectly rounded morning tea. Grown in the Dimbula Valley, the BOP leaf produces a burgundy liquor that offers body, strength, colour, and pungency representative of a fine Ceylon tea.

PURE DARJEELING SINGLE REGION TEA  AED 32
This distinctive Indian tea offers a refined tea experience. The leaf is dark brown with hints of olive, producing a golden liquor which is slightly floral with a prominent muscatel note in the finish.

SILVER JUBILEE EARL GREY TEA  AED 32

CEYLON GINGER, HONEY & MINT  AED 32
High elevation single-region tea with a deliciously warming, ginger influenced fragrance that leads into a balanced blend of natural honey, ginger and lingering mint. A vivacious tea that invigorates.

ALMOND INFUSED CEYLON PEKOE  AED 32
High elevation single-region tea infused with natural Australian sweet almond. An amber infusion produces a malty, medium-bodied tea. The subtle almond note develops on the palate and remains in the finish.

CEYLON TEA WITH STRAWBERRY  AED 32
A golden cup of Doombagastalawa FBOP, lightly infused with wild strawberry, is a refreshing and delicious afternoon tea. Bright, medium-bodied with strawberry, malt, and vanilla notes.

MANDARIN & MARZIPAN PEKOE  AED 32
A bright and brisk high-elevation Ceylon pekoe with a medium-bodied amber infusion and gentle flavours of orange, mandarin and a hint of marzipan. Refreshing, fragrant and utterly delicious.

CEYLON ROSE & MINT  AED 32
Soft rose scent lifted on the palate by the sparkle of mint. A high elevation single-region tea grown in Nawalapitiya. A dark infusion but a light and elegant tea which leaves the palate perfumed and refreshed.

NUWARA ELIYA AFTERNOON TEA  AED 32
Tea from Nuwara Eliya, the highest elevation tea-growing region in Sri Lanka, combines sophisticated flavour and soft aromas with a golden infusion. This seasonal tea is best served without milk or just a dash.
GREEN TEA SELECTION

NATURAL JASMINE GREEN TEA  AED 32
Using an ancient technique, the sensual perfume of night blooming jasmine flowers are combined with green tea over seven scentings. The result is a delicate tea with a pale amber infusion and an elusive, bewitching aroma.

MOROCCAN MINT GREEN TEA  AED 32
This aromatic blend of young Hyson green tea and peppermint leaves is naturally uplifting. The olive leaves unfurl dramatically when infused to produce a medium-strength liquor, perfect as an after dinner digestif.

ORGANIC LEAFY GREEN TEA  AED 32
Organically grown Daejak green tea with curled green leaf. The infused leaf brews a clean, pale yellow tea with notes of hay, olives and herbs. Lightly astringent, this tea has depth and a medium body.

ORGANIC SENCHA  AED 32
Specially selected organic Sencha green tea from Korea with a pristine jade green leaf and a delicate, grassy note. Its purity is emphasised by a clean, fresh aroma and gentle elegance in the cup. The infused leaf produces a light, straw-coloured tea that is mild and refreshing.

CEYLON FULL LEAF GREEN TEA  AED 32
A fragrant, lightly piquant tea that evolves with grassy, herbal notes and a hint of fruit and citrus. This is a palate cleansing, medium-strength green tea, that is the perfect accompaniment to fine dining.
**PURE CHAMOMILE FLOWERS**  
AED 32

Made with chamomile flowers, this is an elegant and mild infusion. Notes of apple, herb, hay and honey create a bouquet of gentle flavours that makes this a perfect naturally caffeine-free evening brew.

**ELDERFLOWER & APPLE INFUSION**  
AED 32

A naturally caffeine-free infusion offering a delicious apple fragrance and crowd-pleasing flavours. Citrus and green apple complement elderflower and elderberries to produce a fresh, summery infusion.

**BLOOD ORANGE & EUCALYPTUS TEA**  
AED 32

An inspired blend of sweet orange, lemon and spice in a beautiful ruby red infusion. Strong and tart, the lively fresh berry and orange notes are balanced by the bracing, pungent scent of eucalyptus.

**NATURAL INFUSION OF BLUEBERRY**  
AED 32

Blueberries lend their soft, tangy flavours to this intense caffeine-free infusion. A fusion of berry, orange and sweet fruit notes offer a delicious all-natural fruit, herb, and spice flavour combination.

---

**CHAI**

Finest Single Region Ceylon Tea brewed strong and bright, blended with condensed milk and infused with Natural Cinnamon, Ginger or Cardamom. Served hot, frothy and delicious.

**REGULAR / TRADITIONAL**  
AED 27

**GINGER**  
AED 27
ICED TEA

**STRAWBERRY ICED TEA**

The sweet and fruity notes from Strawberry Tea is combined with Lime and apple juice, makes a delightfully refreshing drink.

AED 32

**BLOOD ORANGE & EUCALYPTUS ICED TEA**

One of the finest teas offering a refreshing taste with hints of fruit and herbs is enhanced with a subtle dash of Apricot jam and sugar syrup.

AED 32

**NATURAL INFUSION OF BLUEBERRY ICED TEA**

The fruit notes of orange juice combined with the tangy taste of Lime served with the Dilmah Blueberry tea.

AED 32

**ELIXIR OF CEYLON PEAR ICED TEA**

Retaining authenticity, freshness & the genuine taste of real tea! Naturally richer in antioxidants since it’s made from garden-fresh tea. It is the closest to nature.

AED 25

**ELIXIR OF CEYLON GINGER & APPLE ICED TEA**

It’s the only tea concentrate made from 100% Pure Ceylon, single estate tea. Discover the unique combination of ginger & apple with Black Tea extracts.

AED 25
DILMAH HIGH TEA

The good side of afternoon tea is beautiful. The luxurious indulgence in fine tea it offers in its tea inspired metamorphosis is matchless. In all honesty, once experienced, it’s hard to forget.

Dilmah Real High Tea is the rebirth of the occasion of afternoon tea, with fine gastronomy, mixology and elegant experience formed around the unique beauty in real tea – the individuality of each tea derived from the influence of its terroir, the sophistication in taste, fragrance, appearance and texture of tea. From different estates, its natural goodness and the expression of these in real high tea. A contemporary celebration of tea with style and substance.

HIGH TEA FOR ONE
AED 55

HIGH TEA FOR TWO
AED 95

CREAM TEA FOR ONE
Scones served with strawberry jam, honey jam & whipped cream
AED 40

CREAM TEA FOR TWO
AED 65
Dilmah tea had made a mark with its fresh, single origin, 100% pure Ceylon tea. However, we needed to produce something spectacular to celebrate 25 years infused in the goodness of Dilmah tea. To explore its diverse varieties whilst remaining true to its origins, and giving this 5000 year old herb a touch of the 21st century whilst embracing the time of its ancestors.

Introducing the Silver Jubilee Gourmet range, a fitting celebration for the tapestry of tea Dilmah has woven across over two decades.

*Prices are in UAE Dirham
Inclusive of 10% service charge, 7% municipality fee and 5% VAT
As a Sri Lankan family company growing its own tea, Dilmah is dedicated to providing its customers with the freshest and finest tea. Founder, Merrill J. Fernando and his two sons Dilhan and Malik guide their family business with the philosophy ‘Business is a matter of Human Service’. That philosophy is crystallized in the Six Pillars of Dilmah – Quality, Tradition, our Customer, Ethics, Integrity and Sustainability.

Dilmah is Ethical Tea. Grown and packed in Sri Lanka, packaging and branding profits are re-invested to uplift tea garden workers and the community at large through the MFJ Charitable Foundation.

www.dilmahtea.com